4	MODERN   EDUCATION
For such detail recourse must be had to books on physiology
and psychology. Meantime it will serve our purpose well to
consider the stages through which every human being passes
who lives, let us say, to the proverbial threescore years and ten,
or beyond. It may be objected that no such general account is
possible, since nature and nurture both deal so unequally with
individual people. We can evade this difficulty, however, by
agreeing, so far as "nature" is concerned, to keep chiefly in
view a person of average intelligence and pretty sound
physique; and, so far as "nurture" is concerned, to keep in
view a person who is born neither in a palace nor in a hovel, but
amid moderately favourable surroundings. Another difficulty
is that strictly speaking there can be no very well defined stages
in human life. Development is a continuous process; there
are no leaps or gaps, although a curve representing a single
aspect of growth and development might show steeps and
plateaus. The continuity of general development is shown by
the fact that many different divisions of human life have been
proposed, varying according to the point of view from which
they are made. Still, it is not for nothing that people commonly
distinguish between (1) infancy, (2) childhood, (3) adolescence,
(4) maturity, (5) middle age, (6) senescence, and (7) old age;
and it is not for nothing that Shakespeare makes the wise
though cynical Jaques describe "seven ages" of man. Let us
take a general view of each of these seven ages, premising that
any precise reckoning in years had better be avoided, because it
would run counter to the facts of individuality.
Infancy By the period of infancy is here meant the first four
or five years of a normal child's life. The immense
importance of this earliest period of life has always been known
to the serious student of child nature, but only recently has it
become generally recognized. In the past the ugly, and some-
times appalling, facts of infant mortality have been more or
less accepted as inevitable. But it has not even been known

